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Some men see things as they are and say, "Why?" I dream of
things that never were and say, "Why not?"
George Bernard Shaw

Can you win Formula One with outdated racing
cars? Can you satisfy customers with outdated
products and services? Can you maximise profits
with outdated business models? Can you stay
static when the front runners of the corporate
world go Mobile, Global and Virtual?
The business, today, is undergoing a
metamorphosis, from static to dynamic.
New advances in communications and travel
have driven the world economy, developing

Surviving in the

new e-world

new markets and enhancing traditional ones
with low cost supply routes.
Outsourcing non-core activities has reduced
overhead structures and helped to meet local
aspirations. It has forced firms to share
knowledge with others -reliability, quality,
delivery and most importantly, customer
satisfaction, becoming integrated
responsibilities.
Alongside these developments has been the
emergence of digital technology and the
internet, changing all our lives. Instant
Messaging has appreciably increased
productivity and reduced communication
errors in Enterprises world over.
And the next phase in the path of progress
will be 'Virtual Networks and Working
Communities'.

Change happens. While you can't control much

Does your

organisation
accommodate change
without compromise?

of the world changing around you, you can
control how you respond. You can choose to
anticipate and embrace changes. Going mobile
and getting hooked to the broadband doesn't
make your organization's 'Change &
Knowledge Strategy' complete and effective!
At QXSystems™, we believe static business
solutions can not accommodate the
changing face of technology. Strategic
advantage can only be gained through
seamless integration and customized
solutions, using the latest knowledge tools.

Today, the work is becoming Mobile, Global and
Virtual - all at the same time! But,
unfortunately, your resources may have stayed
fixed, people stationary and most of all your
corporate philosophies and thinking stayed
conventional.

The result your organization may have
systems
that are location centric,

“What is the edge my

business model
lacks?”

consisting of several unconnected
applications,
do not have any definite decision process,
do not capture and document data and
convert them into knowledge, and
rely only on people as storage of data.

Guaranteeing you an edge over
competition
Organizations, need to have a philosophy, IT
systems and ICT practices aligned to take
complete advantage of global opportunities.
You need to be integrated on to a robust and
virtual system, challenging many of today's
concepts against a background of accelerating
change.

You need:
An innovative management system designed for the mobile, global and
virtual organizations of the future
A working community platform where each member of your corporate
team can be independent and yet connected well in a collaborative
decision-making
A knowledge management strategy base and tools working in concert to
take advantage of organization's knowledge capital
A platform for continuously building and conducting Virtual
Communities of Practice on a global scale
An environment that makes each team member share the risk of not
maintaining performance and reputation - thereby infusing greater trust,
commitment and unity
A process which enables everyone to focus on customer satisfaction and
sustain long- term market share and growth
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Q*X*S=Success
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You can achieve this with a new philosophy, a
new system and a new partner!

The new philosophy:
QXS ™ Philosophy

“How do we

get there

from here
- which 'change' strategy
will be effective?”

The QXS ™ -formula says that the level of
success that any person or organization can
achieve at any specific moment is set by the
level of his Q, X and S multiplied by each
other.
Q : Level of Quality
X : Level of eXcellence; that is, Attitudes,
Values, Motivations, Dreams, Perceptions,
Culture, etc.
S : Level of Systems that you have, build
and follow.

In case any of the parts is zero the endresult (level of success) will be zero as well.
No single element of the formula can be
forgotten, ignored or over-extended.
Together the levels of Q, X and S make up a
comprehensive NEW unit QXS ™ . Each
element affects each other, therefore
constantly driving our level of QXS ™
(Success) higher or lower.

A new system : WorkACE™
Developed based on the powerful QXS ™ philosophy, WorkACE ™
is a system that enables you to gain unlimited access to business
information on demand. It doesn't matter where you are, what
access device you're using, what networks you connect through,
or what kind of business information you need. With this unique
integrated virtual platform, you can securely, easily and instantly
access the information you need anywhere, anytime. It can also
save millions in IT costs, achieve new levels of business agility
and maximize the productivity of your employees.

Welcome to WorkACE ™ . It is a smart web-application based on a
comprehensive collaborative Virtual and Mobile Working
Community platform with built-in tools like Intranet,
Groupware, KM, CRM, PM, SCM, WebMail, WFM, e-Support, etc.
integrated into one Online Working Facility.

A new partner: QXSystems ™, the innovative Business
and ICT solution company.
We help hundreds of companies do business like never before.
Call us for a free concept demonstration and an entry to the new
e-world of Virtual possibilities.

Who we are ?
QXSystems ™ is a Global Business- and ICT
consulting company, founded in 1998.

WorkACE ™ , the flag ship product of the
company.

The company was founded by Mr.Johan M
Karlstedt, a visionary, who invented the
QXS ™ philosophy, which is radically
changing the perception of many business
leaders about running the future eBusinesses. QXSystems ™ today employs
the best brains across the globe in a pursuit
to become a trend setter and a leader in the
new era business systems.

QXSystems ™ practices the QXS ™ philosophy,
which improves the success factor of the
company on a continuous basis.
Main Products and Services of the company
at present are:
QXS-Coaching ™ ~ through global
franchising network owned by the company.
WorkACE ™ ~ the virtual collaborative ICT
platform which is developed on ASP and
runs on a network owned by the company.

QXSystems ™ is truly a virtual organization
having its employees spread across three
continents. These employees are constantly
connected and work in complete
collaboration using the virtual ICT platform

FranACE ™ ~ another collaborative platform
and ICT system for managing Franchise
operations across the globe.
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Main Business Units : Headquarters
QXSystems™ America, S.A l QXSystems™ Europe AG. l QXSystems™ Asia Ltd.
www.qxsystems.com

www.qxs.com

www.workace.com

Email : info@qxsystems.com
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